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So Saudia Arabia asked VICE to help them start a pro-
Saudi, western-facing media company.

Saudi Arabia Sought Vice’s Help to Build a Media Empire
Saudi Arabia is seeking to build an international media empire to combat the
kingdom’s rivals and remake its image in the West, and it sought a partnership with
Vice Media as part of the project, acc…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/saudi-arabia-sought-vices-help-to-build-a-media-empire-1…

Why VICE, I wonder? Oh, because they already had a deal with them.

Vice Reviews Its Contract With Saudi Publisher in Wake of Khashoggi …
Vice is reviewing its contract with Saudi Arabian publisher SRMG amid the global
scandal surrounding the killing of Jamal Khashoggi.

https://variety.com/2018/digital/news/vice-media-reviewing-contract-saudi-publisher-ja…

SRMG’s two main investors: “Al Ahli Capital Fund and Al Ahli Capital Fund 4 which

are operated by the National Commercial Bank, a prominent Saudi bank mainly

owned by the Saudi government.” (quote from Variety article linked above)

Gee, I hope VICE registered with FARA!

Let’s check in on that dinner party again: “Vice founder Shane Smith met the Saudi

crown prince in April (2018) at a dinner hosted by producer Brian Grazer,...

which was also attended by Disney CEO Bob Iger Endeavor boss Ari Emanuel
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...which was also attended by Disney CEO Bob Iger, Endeavor boss Ari Emanuel,

Amazon’s Jeff Bezos (who also owns the Washington Post) and other high-profile

Hollywood executives.”

Vice Reviews Its Contract With Saudi Publisher in Wake of Khashoggi …
Vice is reviewing its contract with Saudi Arabian publisher SRMG amid the global
scandal surrounding the killing of Jamal Khashoggi.

https://variety.com/2018/digital/news/vice-media-reviewing-contract-saudi-publisher-ja…

Interesting who else was in attendance at that dinner. Like Ari Emanuel, Trump’s old

agent.

Prince Mohammed Does Hollywood
Fresh off a kidnapping spree in his native Riyadh, M.B.S. pitches Los Angeles
liberals on a post-oil utopia in Saudi Arabia.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/04/prince-mohammed-does-hollywood

That’s right. He’s Trump’s old agent.

After Ari Emanuel's Trump Meeting, Who Benefits?
The WME-IMG co-CEO presumably has the ear of President-elect Donald Trump,
his former client. Could he serve as a bridge to the concerns of his Hollywood and
media clients?

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/ari-emanuels-trump-meeting-who-benefits-95…
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When did he represent him again? Oh. It was for The Apprentice.

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

Replying to @CDesign and 3 others

Trump's Apprentice Producer Once Did Business With Putin 
huffingtonpost.com/entry/bombshel…

143 4:11 PM - Jan 14, 2019

75 people are talking about this

Trump's Apprentice Producer Once Did Business With Putin
Was The Apprentice producer Mark Burnett the missing link
connecting Donald Trump and Vladimir Putin? A newly unearthed
huffpost.com

What’s that? Trump’s old agent Ari, whose biz partner is Bezos’ sidepiece’s husband,

had a $400 million deal with MBS? Looks like they were a lil’ worried about taking

almost half a billion dollars from a murderer.

Endeavor Pulling Out of $400 Million Saudi Arabia Deal (Exclusive)
Endeavor Content is in negotiations to extricate itself from a deal with the Saudi
government to invest $400 million into the company, The Hollywood Reporter has
learned.

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/endeavor-pulling-400-million-saudi-arabia-de…

In case you missed it: Ari Emanuel is Trump’s old agent. Ari’s business partner is

Patrick Whitesell. Patrick Whitesell is Lauren Sanchez’s husband. Lauren Sanchez

was reportedly having an affair with Jeff Bezos. Emanuel + Whitesell had a $400

million deal with Saudi Arabia.

(Lauren’s brother Michael is supposedly linked to Stone and Page, but I’m not finding

anything substantiating that; as in articles *pre-dating the Bezos scandal* placing

him with Stone or Page. If you see any, let me know.)

But back to that April 2018 visit from MBS Who else was he visiting again? Oh yes
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But back to that April 2018 visit from MBS. Who else was he visiting again? Oh, yes.

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

Replying to @saradannerdukic

April 2018 - Prince Mohammed bin Salman - the one who had 
Prince Alwaleed arrested, and the one who ordered the 
Khashoggi murder later in the year - visits Silicon 
Valleyrecode.net/2018/3/31/1718…

177 1:49 AM - Jan 6, 2019
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The Saudi Crown Prince is headed to Silicon Valley. One of its …
Why can’t you stay at The Four Seasons this week?

vox.com

And who else does Saudi Arabia have deals with? Oh. 

Saudi Arabia Sought Vice’s Help to Build a Media Empire
Saudi Arabia is seeking to build an international media empire to combat the
kingdom’s rivals and remake its image in the West, and it sought a partnership with
Vice Media as part of the project, acc…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/saudi-arabia-sought-vices-help-to-build-a-media-empire-1…

Are you getting it yet? Transnational organized crime figured out that if they can own

*all* the media (including SOCIAL MEDIA), and control what we see, think, feel, talk

about, hear, know…maybe they can keep trafficking and murdering and totally get

away with it
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away with it.

There are other ways to own things, BTW.

https://www.apnews.com/c3b26c647e794073b7626befa146caad

There are other ways to own things.

Sara Danner Dukic
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This AMI.  Giuliani's company "cleaned up" their vaults. 
nytimes.com/2018/12/12/nyr…

86 4:08 PM - Dec 13, 2018
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Tabloid Publisher’s Deal in Hush-Money Inquiry Adds to Trum…
Prosecutors took a major step forward in their case that payouts to
two women before the 2016 election violated campaign finance laws.
nytimes.com

Let’s keep looking a bit more. Back to VICE.

Here’s the co-founder of VICE:

Far-Right Proud Boys Reeling After Arrests and Scrutiny
The group has been widely condemned as a hate group. Its founder, Gavin
McInnes, has quit, after 10 of his followers were charged in an attack in New York.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/23/nyregion/gavin-mcinnes-proud-boys-nypd.html

Now, let’s check in on Jared.

Kushner owed a lot of money to a firm called Blackstone.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-05-26/the-kushners-the-saudis-

and-blackstone-behind-the-recent-deals

Blackstone sealed a $20 billion deal with Saudi Arabia thanks to Trump
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Blackstone sealed a $20 billion deal with Saudi Arabia, thanks to Trump.

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

Jesus.  I was just re-visiting this article and it’s worth a re-read 
(this is from August 2017).  nytimes.com/2017/08/19/bus…

123 3:50 AM - Jan 9, 2019
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The Benefits of Standing by the President
Stephen Schwarzman of Blackstone is among President Trump’s
most reliable Wall Street allies. His Washington profile helped nail a
nytimes.com

Kushner was sneaking off to Saudi Arabia.

Kushner took unannounced trip to Saudi Arabia
President Donald Trump’s son-in-law and senior adviser returned home Saturday
from an unannounced visit to Saudi Arabia — his third trip to the country this year.

https://www.politico.com/story/2017/10/29/jared-kushner-saudi-arabia-244291

Kushner gave his murderer friend advice on how to weather the storm from being

outed as a murderer.

NYT: Kushner offered advice to Saudi crown prince after journalist's d…
The President's son-in-law and senior adviser, Jared Kushner, continued to have
private conversations with Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman following
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private conversations with Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman following

the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi, a…

https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/08/politics/jared-kushner-saudi-crown-prince-mohamme…

Who else wanted money from Saudi Arabia? Oh yes, it was Trump’s friend, Pecker.

Wooing Saudi Business, Tabloid Mogul Had a Powerful Friend: Trump
A dinner at the White House helped David J. Pecker, whose company owns The
National Enquirer, showcase his connections as he sought to expand into Saudi
Arabia.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/29/business/media/david-pecker-trump-saudi-arabia…

He would have needed $190 million.

Time Magazine Deal Is The Latest Media Acquisition By An Out-Of-Mar…
Are they 'vanity purchases' by mega-wealthy individuals, or do they represent a
new confidence in the medium, fused with a disruptive tech-industry ethos? Most

publishing execs think it's a positive …

https://www.forbes.com/sites/tonysilber/2018/09/17/time-magazine-deal-is-latest-in-a-s…

Hmmm…was there another time Pecker was trying to acquire a media company? Oh,

yes.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/lifestyle/2003/12/17/new-york-magazine-sold…

Who was he working with on that deal again? Oh. Harvey Weinstein, Mort Zucker

and Donny Deutsch.
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“Deutsch said that he and Trump are friends — their kids go to 
the same school and Deutsch appeared on the first three 
seasons of “The Apprentice” while Trump appeared on Deutsch’s 
CNBC talk show “The Big Idea.” Deutsch bragged that he even 
has Trump’s phone number.”

Sara Danner Dukic @saradannerdukic
Wow.  If only he’d said this in 2016, instead of licking Donald’s 
@$$h0le. 

120 4:53 PM - Dec 17, 2018
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Hmmm. What was Bezos up to when all these deals were being made with Trump,

Kushner and Saudi Arabia?

Amazon completes its acquisition of Middle Eastern e-commerce firm …
Amazon has completed its acquisition of e-commerce firm Souq.com, which was
first announced at the end of March and sees the U.S. retail giant enter the Middle
Eastern market.

https://techcrunch.com/2017/07/03/amazon-souq-com-completed/

Ruh roh. Looks like Saudi Arabia was moving in on Bezos’ territory.
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Dubai Billionaire’s Tech Startup Takes On Amazon
Real-estate tycoon Mohamed Alabbar launched Noon to compete for a foothold in
the Middle East’s online shopping boom. How the startup fares will provide a
measure of the region’s ability to move beyo…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/dubai-billionaires-tech-startup-takes-on-amazon-1514480…

Let’s check in on Russia and Saudi Arabia. 

Michael Flynn, Russia and a grand scheme to build nuclear power plan…
How Trump’s former national security adviser got involved with a madcap plan to
build scores of nuclear power plants in Saudi Arabia and the Arab world.

https://www.newsweek.com/2017/06/23/flynn-russia-nuclear-energy-middle-east-iran-s…

Remember this?
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Flynn texted partners about nuclear plan during inauguration, whistleb…
House Democrats say the whistleblower approached them in June, but Mueller
asked them to not to make the information public until now.

https://www.politico.com/story/2017/12/06/michael-flynn-texted-nuclear-plans-whistlebl…

So if I have this straight: instead of allowing the US and her allies to lead with way

with renewables, they conspired with each other to keep people on oil for as long as

possible, while simultaneously hedging with nuclear.

So they could all continue being depraved criminals on their yachts and islands, away

from prying eyes.

Among other things.

I wonder what they were so happy about?

World looks on as Saudi crown prince and Vladimir Putin laugh, clasp …
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, who's implicated in the murder of a
Washington Post columnist, had a good laugh with Russian President Vladimir
Putin.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/saudi-arabia-s-crown-prince-vladimir-putin-laug…

To repeat: we’re looking at transnational organized crime, and their hostile takeover

of our government, our media, and our way of life.

Their creed transcends nations. It’s an alliance based on self interest, perpetuating

criminality, and the subjugation of the rest of us.

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

Russia is a mafia state.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/…
975 10:26 PM - Jan 18, 2019
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686 people are talking about this

Gangster’s paradise: how organised crime took over Russia
The long read: Under Vladmir Putin, gangsterism on the streets has
given way to kleptocracy in the state
theguardian.com

That’s why people have been saying it’s the biggest scandal (and takedown) to have

happened in multiple lifetimes. 

That’s why people say this isn’t about right vs. left. This is about good vs. evil. This is

the fight of our f*cking lives.

I believe we’re at the “criminals all turn on each other” part of the story.

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

Replying to @saradannerdukic

“the Bakers accosted her and found she had $20,ooo in cash 
and a cashier’s check for $480,000. Their tense confrontation 
was filmed by an undercover team of local FBI agents.”

OH.  THE CRIMINALS STARTED TO TURN ON EACH OTHER?
124 4:00 PM - Jul 30, 2018

23 people are talking about this

Fun fact: criminals like to keep dirt on their fellow criminals. Never know when it

might come in handy. Problem is, it’s a double-edged sword. Keeping copies of dirt

means other people can find it too.

F.B.I. Raids Office of Trump’s Longtime Lawyer Michael Cohen; Trump …
Mr. Cohen is at the center of several aspects of the special counsel’s investigation.
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He also acknowledged paying $130,000 to Stephanie Clifford, who said she had a
sexual encounter with Mr. Trump.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/09/us/politics/fbi-raids-office-of-trumps-longtime-law…

There’s plenty for us to do. Put on your critical thinking cap as soon as you get up.

This is war. Their weapon is information, along with the narrative encasing it.

Psychological Warfare
It's not snake oil. It's gazillion dollar business.

https://twitter.com/i/moments/985369920845287424

As we pick candidates to fight for us in this unprecedented time in history, ask

yourself who has consistently been a threat to that weapon. Hint: one is the target of a

smear campaign right now.

And maybe instead of talking about dick pics, we should add some actual context to

the discussion? What do you say? Here’s a handy graphic to help. (it’s not exhaustive)
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